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ABSTRACT 

This paper present a server based code editor for java code. in other code editors they provides facility to run languages such as HTML, 

CSS ,JavaScript. This languages are web based languages those code editors are enable to run the programming languages that’s why 

programmes face many difficulties to run programming languages such as JAVA, PHP etc. but in our project we add programming 

language which is java .by using server based code editor programmer can run programming language ie. JAVA .it is a good tool to run 

multiple programming languages on same platform. it can help programmer to develop system faster and more accurate. this paper 

proposed the server based code editor that was created for programmers or developers who want to write programmes without any 

platform requirements or without any specific physical computers. the server based code editor is able to isolate programming languages 

by highlighting syntax of programme. We create the private cloud to store the software installation of the that languages which we want 

to run. Share engine is a open source platform for cloud based development which as API and CMS support. and it also provides the 

IDE support. 
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1.INTRODUCTION: 

The server based code editor is used to run multiple 

programming languages, many programmers who want to edit 

the source code urgently might not access convenient resource 

without installing any application on the computer or 

notebook in our project programmer can compile and run 

source code via web browser and the code will be done at the 

server side.then the output from the compilation will be 

displayed at the browser of client side.server based code editor 

provides facility to run on the small resources such as pc’s, 

tabs,  androids, notebook’s  and laptops.  programmers need to 

have atleast one computer in order to edit program source  

code. if programmer wants to run multiple languages then the 

programmer needs to install the software of that particular 

languages but by using server based code editor if programmer 

wants to run multiple programming languages then they can 

run all languages in one plateform means server based code 

editor provider same plateform for multiple programming 

languages that’s why programmer doesn’t need to install 

software of that particular programming languages which they 

wants to run and they can run their program any time 

anywhere without installation of separate software of multiple 

languages. only needs to install language software on the 

server side which is nothing but the our private cloud. 

II. TEXT EDITOR: 

A text editor is a computer program that let’s a user enter, 

change, store, and usually print text(characters and numbers, 

each encoded by the computer and its input and output device, 

arrange to have meaning to user or to other program). 

typically, a text editor provides an “empty “display screen(or 

“scrollable page”)with a fix line length and visible line 

numbers you can then fill the lines in with text, line by line. a 

special command line lets you move to a new page, scroll 

forward or backward, make a global changes in the document, 

save the document and perform other actions after saving a 

document, you can then print it or display it before printing or 

displaying it,you may be able to format it for some specific 

output device or class of output device.text editors can be used 
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to enter a program language source statements   or to create a 

documents such as technical manuals. 

                     III.  JAVA COMPILER 

The java compiler or java editor to helps you to create, 

compile and run java program our aim is to provide you a free 

java compiler so you can test your java code anywhere and 

anytime. By the help of our java editor tool,you can edit your 

java code.then you can compile and run it to get the output it 

is a free java compiler tool.java is a popular and widely used 

technology so our compiler tool will help many java 

profationals.java development kit is the official development 

kit for the java programming language,especially developed 

for 64 bit machines.programming in any computer language 

requires a text editor and knowledge of syntax,as well as a 

clear idea of what ia you are trying to create.you then need a 

compiler to run as an enter priter to translate your code into 

something understandable.java is one of the most popular 

coding languages out there,and java development kit(or 

JDK)is its official development package. in addition to the 

java virtual machine that is essential to perform certain java 

base program types, java development kit has a wide range of 

tools such as javac, the javabytecode compiler, javap, 

disassemble class,and jdb, which is a debugger.you will find 

them in java development kits subdirectory bin. Note though 

that it doesn’t include a graphical IDE which requires separate 

installation unfortunatally,if you have very little or no 

previous experience coding in java, java development kit is a 

incredibly complicated to learn without aid. Coding novices 

might find this kit a bit over there heads,althow there are some 

demos and example codes provided within the kit itself.if you 

are a seasoned java programmer,java development kit is an 

absolutely essential coding tool. 

A. Compiler Option: 

In the first text area,you can edit the java program.then you 

can compile and execute it.if there occurs any errors,it reports 

you.in the next text field,you can write command line 

orguments.it will be applied at run time.in the last text field, 

you can write the class name of java program.it is only 

required if you change the class name of the java program.you 

can have many classes in one java source file.write the name 

of the class in the text field that contains main method. 

IV.ALGORITHM USED FOR SECURITY: 

A. Sha-1 Algorithm: 

SHA-1 is a cryptographic hash function design by the national 

security agency and publish by the NIST as a US.fedral 

information processing standard.SHA stand for secure hash 

algorithm. it corrects an error in the original SHA hash 

specification that led to significant weaknesses SHA-1 is the 

most widely used of the existing SHA hash functions, and is 

employed in several widely used security applications and 

protocols. it takes collection of text, computer code or other 

message input and generates a long string of letters and 

numbers that serve as a cryptographic finger print for that 

message. even a tiny change, such as the addition or deletion 

of a singal,in a 5,000-word email,will cause a vastly different 

hash to be produced.like all finger prints,the resulting hash is 

usefull only as long as its unique. the movement two different 

message inputs produce the same hash,the so-called collision 

can open the door to signature forgeries that can be disastrous 

for the security of banking transactions, software 

dounloads,and website communications. 

               The output size of SHA-1 160 bit,internal state size 

160 bit,block size 512 bit,word size 32 bit, rounds 

80,operations   +,and,or,xor,rot. 

 

V. MESSAGE DIAGRAM 
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512 bits 16 words   512 bits 16 words                   512bits 16 

words         

  

  Cryptography and network security by stalling 

                    Fig 1.message diagram 

VI. ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK: 

 Step 1 : append padding bits . 

 Step 2: append length. 

 Step3 :prepare processing functions. 

 Step4: prepare processing constants. 

 Step 5: initialize buffers. 

 Step 6: processing message 512-bit blocks (L 

blocks in total message). 

 Step 7 :psedo code. 

      VII.  PURPOSE 

             authentication requirements: 

 Masquerade-insertion of message from fraudulent 

source. 

 Content modification-changing content of message. 

 Sequence modification-insertion,deletion and 

reordering sequence. 

 Timing modification-replaying valid sessions. 

 

                      VIII. APPLICATIONS 

 Public key algorithm 

               -password logins 

               -encryption key management 

              -digital signature 

 Integrity chacking 

             -virus and malware scanning 

 Authentication 

               -secure web connection 

 

                     IX.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

Server based code editor provides a platform to run web based 

languages as well as programming languages on one 

platform.it helps programmer to run their program any time 

any where.firstly when we think to  make server based code 

editor which is able to run web based languages as well as 

programming languages we studied some papers which is 

related to our topic then firstly we studied about the paper 

“online code editor on private cloud computing”which is 

published in 2013 .in this paper the online code editor is are 

perform on web programming language e.g.HTML,CSS& java 

script.and users can create new projects and files,import and 

export files that they want on a server.  And the experimental 

result indicated that the proposed editor can be  practically 

used on private cloud computing.   

     Then we stydied the next paper which is “A BLOCKS-

BASED EDITOR FOR HTML CODE”which is published in 

2015.this paper persents ablock programming editor for html 

code the editor provides a block visualization of HTML 

syntax.this editor was created as an extension of 

droplate,adual mode programming block editing framework 

that was previously used for javascript and coffeescript.after 

the studying of this both papers we collect the information that 

this both papers based on only web based languages.but this 

languages already does not need any installation to run this 

languages.but the programming languages are also very 

important but sometimes we are unable to run the 

programming languages due to the efficiency of pertucular 

software of that language hence we make the new project 

which is server based code editor andin our project we add 

new programming language “JAVA” by using server based 

code editor the programmer can run web based languages as 

well as we newly included language java without installation 

of the java software in the seprate pc’s or laptops,only need to 

install softwareof java on the server side. 

                           X. METHODOLOGY 
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             fig:block diagram of server based code editor 

The methodology of server based code editor is done as 

follows: 

 Client enters the code 

In server based code editor we provide one code editor for 

writing the program,on client side according to the 

requirement of user,user enteres the code into the code editor. 

 Code going toward server side 

When client enters the code into the code editor on client 

side,that code is goes towards the server for execution. 

 Checking the type of languages 

After entering the code into client side,that program goes to 

the server for execution.after that, server checks that, from 

which language that code is belongs. 

 Compiles the complete code 

Then server compiles that code.that simply means that server 

executes that programme which is send by client,and send 

back acknowledgement to the client. 

 Display result of code to the requested client 

 After compiling the code or program result is send back to the 

clint.after executing the program output is send back to the 

client and result send by the server is then show on the client 

side. 

                    XI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the server based code editor is created to run 

multiple programming as well as web based languages, and 

provides the features create file, open file,save file,delet 

file,close file,compile,and run file and run project were created 

to make this editor complete. 

                 In addition,the advantage of sever based code editor 

the programmers in the business or organization can urgently 

write or modify program source code without any specific 

physical computers or without installing the software of 

programmes.web based languages HTML,CSS,JavaSript.and 

programming language Java can be written within this 

editor.inthe future,other computer languages such as 

c,c++,c#,.net can be written using the server based code editor. 
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